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MEVIT4516 – Game Studies 

Evaluation guidelines, spring 2024 

 

The term paper consists of two parts: an academic game studies essay and a journalistic game 

criticism text. The candidate must complete both parts. The assignments count 50/50 in the 

evaluation. The candidate must ensure that the two parts are of approximately equal length in the 

paper (about 5 pages for each assignment). Significant discrepancies in this page distribution 

must not occur. The candidate must actively use and properly reference relevant syllabus 

literature (both the course book and articles) and other relevant sources throughout their paper. 

Standard academic rules for in-text references apply only for Part 1. The game criticism text has 

different rules (see below). Both assignments must meet at least the minimum requirements for a 

passing grade (E) for the candidate to pass the exam in its entirety. If one part is evaluated as an 

F, the entire paper receives an F.  

 

 

Part 1 – Game Studies Essay 

 

Choose one of the following main areas we have covered in the course: 

• Game development and the game industry 

• Game design and aesthetics 

• Game culture, game communities and players 

Explain briefly why and how this is an interesting and important general area for game 

studies. Then, focus on a specific topic within this main area that you are interested in. 

Formulate a research question and discuss how the topic is studied in a selection of 

relevant course syllabus texts and 2 self-selected game studies articles from 2021–2024. 

Reflect on current research issues or knowledge gaps and suggest how game studies can 

further study the topic to aid other scholars, game developers, players and/or others. 

 

This is an open assignment which allows the candidate to discuss the topic they are most 

interested in, and they are required to use relevant syllabus texts and do research on the topic in 

other academic journals to find self-selected texts. The essay must not be styled and written as a 

traditional literature review or a project proposal. It should be a thematic discussion using 

research and the candidate’s own observations, evaluations and arguments. The candidate must 

formulate and answer a relevant research question. The overall essay should have good thematic 

consistency, clear arguments and reasonable academically grounded suggestions. The candidate 

is allowed to draw on relevant personal experiences if they are well connected to the academic 

discussion. It is crucial that the candidate discusses the subtopic primarily from a game studies 

perspective. The candidate must not venture into a primarily general thematic analysis or 

discussion (for example, primarily discussing game design as a profession or an art form in 

general instead of discussing game studies research and perspectives on game design). The 

reflection on current issues or knowledge gaps and suggestions for further studies should be well 

connected to the candidate’s sources and discussion in the essay. 
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“Game studies articles” refers to the theme and scope of individual articles, not to specific 

academic journals (such as Game Studies, Games and Culture, and Eludamos). The candidate is 

free to choose articles from a variety of academic journals, but the self-selected articles must be 

reasonably connected to the field of game studies and not be predominantly written within or for 

another field (such as psychology, sociology, literary theory or economics). The candidate does 

not need to state or reflect on how they found the self-selected articles. 

 

The candidate’s choice of subtopic for the core of the assignment is not limited to topics covered 

in the syllabus literature or in the class workshops. The main area must be explained using the 

syllabus literature. Regardless of whether the chosen subtopic is covered explicitly in the 

syllabus literature or not, the candidate must place the subtopic clearly within one of the main 

areas. Subtopics can be relevant for and intersect with multiple main areas, but in this assignment 

the candidate must frame their subtopic within one specific main area and structure the focus and 

discussion accordingly. The candidate may acknowledge impact from or for the other two main 

areas for contextualization purposes, but this should be kept short. If a candidate chooses a 

subtopic that is not explicitly covered by the syllabus literature, they must be evaluated on how 

well they manage to connect the subtopic to other relevant/intersecting topics in the syllabus 

literature. If the subtopic is not explicitly covered in the syllabus literature, the candidate must 

ensure that both self-selected articles cover it. Choosing a subtopic not covered by the syllabus 

literature is not a valid reason for not using the syllabus literature actively in the essay. If this 

occurs, it should be evaluated as deficient knowledge of the syllabus literature and the course’s 

central themes. 

 

 

Part 2 – Game Criticism 

 

Write a game criticism text intended for a critical game journalistic outlet on a topic of 

your own choosing and in which you write from a game studies background. Adapt to the 

style and language of a particular outlet and incorporate perspectives from game studies 

(the course syllabus) in your text. Approach your subject through the lens of cultural 

journalism: 

 

Cultural journalism understands the audience as citizens and offers a critical 

perspective on contemporary culture and cultural commodities. This should on 

one hand enable them to engage with said cultural commodities on a deeper and 

informed level and on the other hand understand the influences of the production 

for profit on these commodities and culture at large. A critical game journalism 

should be cultural journalism (Prax & Soler 2016). 

 

Choose to write either an article/feature story or a game review: 
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• An article/feature story should critically examine and reflect on a particular 

case/topic relevant to the game industry, game journalism, game development, 

game design or game culture. Discuss possibilities, challenges and propose 

solutions to problems. 

• A game review should critically analyze and evaluate a specific game title’s 

gameplay, design and content. A game review is a subjective format. Your 

subjectivity must be balanced with the aims of cultural journalism. The goal of 

the review is to engage with the game as a cultural object/work, not as a product 

that you award a score to or recommend buying or not.  

You must include a reflection note in which you discuss how you have designed your 

text, how you think your text fits with the particular outlet, how you chose to use game 

studies perspectives, and how your text fulfills the aim of critical game journalism. 

Include links to 2–3 game criticism texts that you used as inspiration for your own text. 

 

The game criticism text should be about 4 pages. The reflection note should be about 1 

page. 

 

This assignment is about disseminating academic game studies knowledge in popular game 

journalistic formats. The most important evaluation aspect is how well the candidate can 

integrate and meaningfully use game studies knowledge in a game criticism text intended for a 

public format. The candidate must not be evaluated on whether they meet some criteria of being 

a game journalist/game critic or not, as this is not part of the course content or training. 

 

As with Part 1, the assignment allows the candidate to choose the topic they are most interested 

in. The style and content in this assignment will differ greatly from Part 1. Here, it is important 

that the candidate styles their text to a specific game journalistic outlet, and this outlet must be 

explicitly stated (either in the beginning or in the reflection note). The candidate’s 2–3 enclosed 

links to inspirational texts must be used in the evaluation of how well the candidate adapts to the 

style and language of the specific outlet. The candidate must write in their own voice, they are 

not supposed to emulate the specific styles or traits of individual critics/journalists. The most 

important aspect here is how well the text fits within the overall ecosystem of the outlet. 

 

The candidate must be evaluated on how well their text follows the outlined principles of cultural 

journalism. The format and aims of cultural journalism are fairly similar to academic discussion 

and analysis. The text must not be written from a consumer journalism perspective where the 

main goal is to score/rank games and recommend/not recommend purchases of games or 

services. The candidate is allowed to use different rhetorical devices such as humor and 

metaphors, but they must take care to not become unprofessional (for example, being overly 

personal, one-sided, or too satirical or flippant). 

 

The text must clearly reflect that the candidate writes from a game studies background and can 

draw on relevant syllabus texts to strengthen their arguments and enlighten the reader. The 
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method of referencing here differs greatly from traditional academic formats. Due to the game 

journalistic format requirements, the candidate should not explain terminology or use in-text 

references in the same way as in academic texts (see below for references rules).  

 

The reflection note is part of the evaluation. While the game criticism text is the most important 

component, the reflection note is important for evaluating the relationship between the 

candidate’s conscious choices and decisions and their incorporation into the text. 

 

 

Reference rules for the term paper (from the assignment instructions) 

 
Part 1 - Game Studies Essay 

 

• Standard academic rules for the use and documentation of sources and references. 

Part 2 - Game Criticism 

 

• Different rules for the use of sources and references. One of the goals of the assignment 

is to stay true to the journalistic genre and format. Thus, it might be artificial and 

intrusive with long explications of terms and explicit references to academic texts or 

sources in a review or a feature story. There is no need for a (Richardson et al. 2021: 

154)-reference in a review, for example. As such, try to weave the game studies 

perspectives seamlessly into the text. You are of course allowed to mention certain terms 

or names of researchers, but it should be done in a more publicly accessible format. Your 

audience here is not other scholars. Use the reflection note to explicitly discuss how you 

incorporated game studies research, which academic sources you used and why. 
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